
Some Finer Lines by Charles Bukowski 
  



Notes of a Dirty Old Man (1969) 
 

I get very tired of the precious intellects who must speak diamonds every time they open their 

mouths. 

 

she was beautiful. we went to bed. I remember a light rain came through the window. we let it rain 

on us. it was good. 

 

they are driven screwy by the turn of the bolt 

 

it takes practice, a little laughter and some luck. 

 

they are in agony, ey yeh, and they are so desperate that they will take a chance on further agony 

rather than face their present position (?) in life. 

 

if a man dies in bed while fucking, must the rest of us stop copulating? 

 

making personal hay outa tragedy. 

 

and now we will have the headshrinkers, the thinkers, the panels, the appointed presidential boards 

trying to figure out what’s wrong with us. who’s mad, who’s glad, who’s sad, who’s right, who’s 

wrong. lock up the mad, when fifty-nine out of sixty men you meet on the street are cuckoo with 

industrial neuroses and wives and strives and no time to loosen up and find out where they are and 

why, and when money which has kept them boosted and blinded for so fucking long, when that’s no 

good no longer, then what we gonna do? 

 

what they won’t tell us is that our madmen, our assassins  do spring from our present mode of life 

 

intuitively the female knows that the fake survives in our society and that is why she prefers him 

 



what these god-damned revolutionaries who lay around my place drinking my beer and eating my 

food and showing off their women must learn is that the thing must come from inside out. you just 

can’t give a man a new government like a new hat and expect a different man inside that hat. 

 

but the Revolutionaries are going to burn the museum. they figure burning answers everything. 

they’d burn their grandmother if she couldn’t run fast enough. and then they are going to look 

around for water or for somebody who can do an appendectomy or somebody who can keep the 

truly insane from cutting their throats as they sleep 

 

revolution sounds very romantic, you know. but it ain’t. it’s blood and guts and madness; it’s little 

kids killed who get in the way, it’s little kids who don’t understand what the fuck is going on. it’s your 

whore, your wife ripped in the belly with a bayonet and then raped in the ass while you watch. it’s 

men torturing men who used to laugh at Mickey Mouse cartoons. before you go into the thing, 

decide where the spirit is and where the spirit will be when it is over. 

 

you don’t learn anything or see anything unless you vibrate. 

 

I’m not saying give up. I’m for the true human spirit wherever it is, wherever it has been hiding, 

whatever it is. 

 

I have no politics, I observe. I have no sides except the side of the human spirit. 

 

the psychiatrists must have a word for it, and I have a word for the psychiatrists. 

 

the public takes from a writer, or a writing, what it needs and lets the remainder go. but what they 

take is usually what they need least and what they let go is what they need most. 

 

Boccaccio wrote it much better. he had the distance and the style. I am still too near the target to 

effect total grace. 

 

not knowing whether I was fucking or being fucked, but then, once seldom does. 

 



just another female disappointment in the aging process and in her lessening husband; just another 

female dulled by her OWN easy sellout from the beginning and now piddling with the vacuum 

cleaner days and little troubles with junior who is also rapidly working towards zero times nothing. 

 

she didn’t have a face. just flesh hung on bone like crumpled meat on a chicken back. 

 

the sky is black & pink and flushed at 4:40 in the afternoon. the city roars outside. the wolves are 

pacing in the zoo. 

 

I kept walking towards my room and soon the tears came, a great wash of tears in the moonlight. 

and then they stopped and I could feel the tear-water drying on my face, stretching the skin. 

 

he could hear the traffic, an occasional bird-chirp, voices in the street—a woman telling a child, “well, 

walk faster, please,” and every now and then the sound of a motor-driven airplane. 

 

she moved along in front of me, high heels clicking, her body wobbling all over in the dim hall light. 

 

old icecream men with mad pigeon eyes 

 

no pain means the end of feeling; each of our joys is a bargain with the devil. 

 

The well balanced individual is insane 

 

their candy was the mind.—the clinging to the intellect 

 

I am in my pot of shit and they are in theirs, and I think mine stinks better. 

 

Almost everybody is born a genius and buried and idiot 

 



an intellectual man is a man who says a simple thing in a difficult way; an artist is a man who says a 

difficult thing in a simple way. 

 

do you realize that your yearning for justice and a better world is only a front to hide the decay and 

shame and failure that reside within you? 

  



The Days Run Away Like Wild Horses Over the Hills (1969) 
 

the few who are different / are eliminated quickly enough / by the police, by their mothers, their / 

brothers, others; by / themselves. 

 

the sea is boiling and smells of / torn chunks and warm raw meat / and / half-daft sick spiders try to / 

wind their dead legs around each other / around everything / but they tangle off slide off drift off / 

losing legs against the prow 

 

a kind of pinch-eyed drag of / going on 

 

we are each selected to be / something. the spider, the cook, the elephant. it is as if we were each / a 

painting and hung on some / gallery wall. 

 

well, we all have our sharks, I’m sure, / and there’s only one way to get them off / before they hack 

and nibble you to death—/ stop feeding them; they will find / other bait; you fattened them / the last 

dozen times around—/ now set them out / to sea. 

 

Joe never grew up / but in another way he never grew down either 

 

I wanted to be opened and untangled, and / tossed away. 

 

sometimes my sun is like a tank on fire 

 

but here’s the catch: / to keep calmness and deadness / separate 

 

what you were / will not happen again. 

 

and I pick / up her lovely / dress, / all her loveliness gone 

  



Post Office (1971) 
 

Food is good for the nerves and the spirit. Courage comes from the belly—all else is desperation. 

 

I could stay here, I thought, make money at the track while she nurses me over the bad moments, 

rubs oils on my body, cooks for me, talks to me, goes to bed with me. Of course, there would always 

be arguments. That is the nature of Woman. They like the mutual exchange of dirty laundry, a bit of 

screaming, a bit of dramatics. 

 

God or somebody keeps creating women and tossing them out on the streets, and this one’s ass is 

too big and that one’s tits are too small, and this one is mad and that one is crazy and that one is a 

religionist and that one reads tea leaves and this one can’t control her farts, and that one has this big 

nose, and that one has boney legs... But now and then, a woman walks up, full blossom, a woman 

just bursting out of her dress...a sex creature, a curse, the end of it all. I looked up and there she was, 

down at the end of the bar. 

 

I walked to the sink. It was stopped-up with garbage. Fay liked to save empty jars and jar lids. The 

dirty dishes filled half the sink and on top of the water, along with a few paper plates, floated these 

jars and jar lids. I walked back into the bedroom just as Fay was putting chocolate in her mouth. 

’’Look Fay,’’ I said, ’’I know you want to save the world. But can’t you start in the kitchen?’’ 

 

I didn’t feel any different. But I knew that soon, like a man lifted quickly out of the deep sea, I would 

be afflicted—with a particular type of bends. 

 

I awakened on my couch at 1:10 p.m., death in the afternoon, and it was hot, the sun ripping through 

my torn shades to rest on the jar in the center of the coffee table. 

 

  



Mockingbird Wish Me Luck (1972) 
 

have you ever seen a female panther enjoying / the act of love? / you haven’t loved, friend. / you 

with your squirrels and chipmunks / and elephants and sheep. / you ought to sleep with a panther / 

you’ll never again want / squirrels, chipmunks, elephants, sheep, fox, / wolverines, / never 

everything but the female panther 

 

the Mexicans would be wise enough to sleep under trees / on a day like this / but Americans are 

stricken with ambition / they will survive as powerful and unhappy neurotics. 

 

it appears as if they are waiting for / something that will never / arrive. // they are as comfortable as 

chickens or / pigs in their pens. 

 

meeting a bitch is an accident, / having one leave you is a basic reality, / be glad you’re coming up 

against / basic reality... 

 

I’m on fire like a scissors cutting the eyes out of the sky / I’m on fire like onehundredthousand 

monkeys boiled into one / heart 

 

and down in the water / the fish cry / and all the water / is their tears. 

 

each evening bent like the point of a thumb tack / that will no longer stick / in / each kiss a hope of 

returning to the first kiss / each fuck the same / each person nailed against diminishing / returns / we 

are slaves to hopes that have run to / garbage / as old age / arrives on schedule. 

 

love means eventual pain / victory means eventual defeat / grace means eventual slovenliness, / 

there is no way / out... 

 

everybody is always angry about the truth / even though they claim to / believe in it. 

 

  



South of No North (1973) 
 

He seemed to be saying all the things we should have said but had never thought of saying. 

 

They love to be fooled. They don’t know the truth, hell they don’t even want the truth, it makes 

them unhappy. We make them happy. 

 

and it occurred to me that everybody suffered continually, including those who pretended they 

didn’t. 

 

if a man doesn’t believe in what he is doing he can do a much more interesting job because he isn’t 

emotionally caught up in his Cause. 

 

 

  



Burning in Water, Drowning in flame: Selected Poems 1955-1973 (1974) 
 

everywhere I see those who / crave nothing but / food, shelter, and / clothing; they concentrate / on 

that, / dreamlessly. // I do not understand why these people do not / vanish / I do not understand 

why these people do not / expire / why the clouds / do not murder them / or why the dogs / do not 

murder them / or why the flowers and the children / do not murder them, / I do not understand. // I 

suppose they are murdered / yet I can’t adjust to the / fact of them / because they are so / many. // 

each day, / each night, / there are more of them / in the subways and / in the buildings and / in the 

parks // they feel no terror / at not loving / or at not / being loved 

 

so many women want to save the world / but can’t keep their own kitchens straight 

 

I feel gypped by dunces / as if reality were the property / of little men / with luck and headstart 

 

some do it well enough for a while and / then give way. fame gets them or disgust / or age or lack of 

proper diet or ink / across the eyes or children in college / or new cars or broken backs while skiing / 

in Switzerland or new politics or new wives / or just natural change and decay—/ the man you knew 

yesterday hooking / for ten rounds or drinking for three days and / three nights by the Sawtooth 

mountains now / just something under a sheet or a cross / or a stone or under an easy delusion, / or 

packing a bible or a golf bag or a / briefcase: how they go, how they go!—all / the ones you thought 

would never go. 

 

a young piece of ass would have solved all my rancor, / but I didn’t know this 

 

but I guess she felt as I: that the weakness was not Government / but Man, one at a time, that men 

were never as strong as / their ideas / and that ideas were governments turned into men 

 

like a rose in the mouth / of a hog 

 

I awoke with a fly on my elbow and / I named the fly Benny / then I killed him 

 

how old are you, daddy? // old enough to slice the melon, I said 

 



with an old man’s / virile abandon 

 

it is up to each of us to live in / whatever way we can 

 

no nymph blonde / to love me to sleep while I am / waiting 

 

Joe was probably working off a / piece of ass or / attempting to solve a crossword puzzle. // I’ve 

always said / if you want to find out who your friends are / go to a madhouse or / jail. // and if you 

want to find out where love is not / be a perpetual / loser. 

 

Christ should have laughed on the cross, / it would have petrified his killers 

 

he turned on all the jets / without lighting them / and went to bed // some hours later a guy on his / 

way to room 309 / lit a cigar in the / hall // and a sofa flew out the window / one wall shivered down 

like wet sand / a purple flame waved 40 feet high in the air 

 

out of the arms of one love / and into the arms of another // it’s not pleasant to die on the cross, / 

it’s much more pleasant to hear your name whispered in / the dark 

 

there was a knock on the door / and I opened the door / a little man stood in the rain / and he said, / 

have you seen a pigeon on your porch? / I told him I hadn’t seen a pigeon on my porch / and he said 

if I saw a pigeon on my porch / to let him know. / I closed the door 

 

they don’t make it / the beautiful can’t endure, / they are butterflies / they are the doves / they are 

the sparrows, / they don’t make it. // one tall shot of flame / while the old men play checkers in the 

park / one flame, one good flame / while the old men play checkers in the park / in the sun. /../ the 

beautiful die young and leave the ugly to their ugly lives. 

 

I don’t know why people think effort and energy / have anything to do with / creation. 

 

sometimes a man doesn’t know what to do about things / and sometimes it’s best to lie very still / 

and try not to think at all / about anything. 



 

and I like to lie around / my belly up to the ceiling after making love / everything flowing in: / it’s so 

easy to be easy—if you let it, that’s all / that’s necessary. / but the female is strange, she is very / 

ambitious—shit! I can’t sleep away the day! / all we do is eat! make love! sleep! eat! make love!  

 

  



Factotum (1975) 
 

Were they that much more clever than I? The only difference was money, and the desire to 

accumulate it.  

 

That was all a man needed: hope. It was lack of hope that discouraged a man. I remembered my New 

Orleans days, living on two five-cent candy bars a day for weeks at a time in order to have leisure to 

write. But starvation, unfortunately, didn’t improve art. It only hindered it. A man’s soul was rooted 

in his stomach. 

 

The thought of sitting in front of a man behind a desk and telling him that I wanted a job, that I was 

qualified for a job, was too much for me. Frankly, I was horrified by life, at what a man had to do 

simply in order to eat, sleep, and keep himself clothed. So I stayed in bed and drank. When you drank 

the world was still out there, but for the moment it didn’t have you by the throat. 

 

A woman is a full-time job. 

 

Great lovers were always men of leisure. I fucked better as a bum than as a puncher of timeclocks. 

 

I always started a job with the feeling that I’d soon quit or be fired, and this gave me a relaxed 

manner that was mistaken for intelligence or some secret power. 

 

He deserved her money and she did everything in her power to show that she deserved him. 

 

She was a marvelous fuck, though. I had never had a better fuck. It was the way she took it. She 

really digested a fuck. Her hands would grip me and her pussy clutched just as hard. Most fucks are 

really nothing, they are mostly labor, like trying to climb a very steep, muddy hill. But not Jan. 

 

Bowers hit the brakes. We lurched and skidded and spun. Clouds of dust billowed up from under the 

wheels as we whizzed between huge concrete pillars. 

 

  



Love is a Dog from Hell (1977) 
 

women don’t know how to love, / she told me. / you know how to love / but women just want to / 

leech. / I know this because I’m a woman. / hahaha, I laughed. / so don’t worry about your breakup / 

with Susan / because she’ll just leech onto / somebody else. 

 

I’ve known too many women / and instead of thinking, / I wonder who’s fucking her now? / I think / 

she’s giving some other poor son of a bitch / much trouble right now. 

 

one day she just / fell down / inside of her sexual organs / and vanished. // it was like an alarm clock 

/ dropping into the / Grand Canyon. / it banged and rattled and / rang and rang / but I could no 

longer / see or hear it. 

 

‘’just don’t bite it off,’’ I said, ‘’or you’ll make a half dozen women very unhappy.’’ 

 

look, Mike, no man is / invincible. / some day / you’ll be sent mad by / eyes like a child’s crayon / 

drawing. 

 

they disgust me / the way they wait for death / with as much passion / as a traffic signal. / these are 

the people who believe advertisements / these are the people who buy dentures on credit / these 

are the people who celebrate holidays / these are the people who have grandchildren / these are the 

people who vote / these are the people who have funerals / these are the dead / the smog / the stink 

in the air / the lepers. / these are almost everybody / finally. / seagulls are better / seaweed is better 

/ dirty sand is better 

 

the / flies walk up and / down the windows / and we drink our / coffee and pretend / not to look at / 

each other. I / wait with them. / between the movement / of the flies / people walk by. 

 

I think of automobiles parked in a / parking lot // when I think of myself dead / I think of frying pans 

// when I think of myself dead / I think of somebody making love to / you / when I’m not around  

 

she speaks of love / then breaks each man / to her will / shark-mouthed / grubby interior / we see it 

too late: / after the cock gets swallowed / the heart follows 



 

it’s not the fucking and sucking / alone that reaches into a man / and softens him, it’s the extras, / it’s 

all the extras. 

 

Would give anything / for a female’s hand on me / tonight. / they soften a man and / then leave him 

/ listening to the rain. 

 

I feel like the German troops / whipped by snow and the communists / walking bent / with 

newspapers stuffed into / worn boots. / my plight is just as terrible. / maybe more so. / victory was 

so close / victory was there. 

 

the flesh covers the bone / and they put a mind / in there and / sometimes a soul, / and the women 

break / vases against the walls / and the men drink too / much / and nobody finds the / one / but 

they keep / looking / crawling in and out / of beds. / flesh covers / the bone and the / flesh searches / 

for more than / flesh. // there’s no chance / at all: / we are all trapped / by a singular / fate. // 

nobody ever finds / the one. // the city dumps fill / the junkyards fill / the madhouses fill / the 

hospitals fill / the graveyards fill // nothing else / fills. 

 

  



Women (1978) 
 

Fucking was the best cure for hangovers. It got all the parts ticking again. 

 

Her mental deficiency was attractive to me because she didn’t play games. 

 

’’Potential,’’ I said, ’’doesn’t mean a thing. You’ve got to do it. Almost every baby in a crib has more 

potential than I have.’’ 

 

Monday was my favorite day. Everybody was back on the job and out of sight. 

 

People were interesting at first. Then later, slowly but surely, all the flaws and madness would 

manifest themselves. I would become less and less to them; they would mean less and less to me. 

 

Women—good women—frightened me because they eventually wanted your soul, and what was left 

of mine, I wanted to keep. Basically I craved prostitutes, base women, because they were deadly and 

hard and made no personal demands. 

 

My gut began to twitch and roll. I felt ill, useless, sad. I was in love with her. 

 

I sat and watched the clock. It was like working in the post office again. Time was motionless while 

existence was a throbbing unbearable thing. I waited. I waited. I waited. I waited. 

 

Pain arrives, BANG, and there it is, it sits on you. It’s real. And to anybody watching, you look foolish. 

Like you’ve suddenly become an idiot. There’s no cure for it unless you know somebody who 

understands how you feel, and knows how to help. 

 

I disliked them immediately, sitting around acting clever and superior. They nullified each other. The 

worst thing for a writer is to know another writer, and worse than that, to know a number of other 

writers. Like flies on the same turd. 

 



Human relationships were strange. I mean, you were with one person a while, eating and sleeping 

and living with them, loving them, talking to them, going places together, and then it stopped. There 

was a short period when you weren’t with anybody, then another woman arrived, and you ate with 

her and fucked her, and it all seemed so normal, as if you had been waiting just for her and she had 

been waiting for you. 

 

I didn’t want to be interesting, it was too hard. What I really wanted was only a soft, hazy space to 

live in, and to be left alone. 

 

They decorated their fire escapes with plants. They made do with what there was. 

 

You couldn’t underestimate them and you couldn’t kiss their ass. There was a certain middle ground 

to be achieved. 

 

’’Once a woman turns against you, forget it. They can love you, then something turns in them. They 

can watch you dying in a gutter, run over by a car, and they’ll spit on you.’’ 

 

I liked to fuck too, but it wasn’t my religion. There were too many ridiculous and tragic things about 

it. People didn’t seem to know how to handle it. So they made a toy out of it. A toy that destroyed 

people. 

 

One of Marty’s big bodyguards let us in. He had these malfunctioning thyroid types working for him 

to keep law and order when the teeny-boppers, the hairy freaks, the glue sniffers, the acid heads, the 

plain grass folk, the alcoholics—all the miserable, the damned, the bored and the pretenders—got 

out of hand.  

 

People just blindly grabbed at whatever there was: communism, health foods, zen, surfing, ballet, 

hypnotism, group encounters, orgies, biking, herbs, Catholicism, weight-lifting, travel, withdrawal, 

vegetarianism, India, painting, writing, sculpting, composing, conducting, backpacking, yoga, 

copulating, gambling, drinking, hanging around, frozen yogurt, Beethoven, Bach, Buddha, Christ, TM, 

H, carrot juice, suicide, handmade suits, jet travel, New York City, and then it all evaporated and fell 

apart. People had to find things to do while waiting to die. 

 

’’You don’t want to get too bombed,’’ said Joe. ’’You really start slurring your words.’’  



’’They don’t give a damn. They just want me on the cross. 

 

The street to my left was backed up with traffic and I watched the people waiting patiently in the 

cars. There was almost always a man with a woman, staring straight ahead, not talking. It was, finally, 

for everyone, a matter of waiting. You waited and you waited—for the hospital, the doctor, the 

plumber, the madhouse, the jail, papa death himself. First the signal was red, then the signal was 

green. The citizens of the world ate food and watched t.v. and worried about their jobs or their lack 

of same, while they waited. 

 

Cassie was tall with long blond hair, very young, expensively dressed, modish, hip, ’’in,’’ nervous, 

beautiful. 

 

with each new woman it seemed like the first time, almost as if I had never been with a woman 

before. 

 

What was my motive? Was I trying to get even for something? Could I keep on telling myself that it 

was merely a matter of research, a simple study of the female? I was simply letting things happen 

without thinking about them. I wasn’t considering anything but my own selfish, cheap pleasure. I was 

like a spoiled high school kid. I was worse than any whore; a whore took your money and nothing 

more. I tinkered with lives and souls as if they were my playthings. How could I call myself a man? 

How could I write poems? What did I consist of? I was a bush-league de Sade, without his intellect. A 

murderer was more straightforward and honest than I was. Or a rapist. I didn’t want my soul played 

with, mocked, pissed on; I knew that much at any rate. I was truly no good. I could feel it as I walked 

up and down on the rug. No good. The worst part of it was that I passed myself off for exactly what I 

wasn’t—a good man. I was able to enter people’s lives because of their trust in me. 

 

‘’Why do you want so many women?’’ 

‘’It was my childhood, you see. No love, no affection. And in my twenties and thirties there also was 

very little. I’m playing catch-up. …’’ 

‘’Will you know when you’ve caught up?’’ 

‘’The feeling I have is that I’ll need at least one more lifetime. ‘’ 

‘’You’re so full of shit!’’ 

I laughed. ‘’That’s why I write.’’ 

 

when stress and madness were eliminated from my daily life there wasn’t much left you could 

depend on. 

 



Everybody imagined themselves special, privileged, exempt. 

 

Iris was in for another old-fashioned horse fuck. Love was for guitar players, Catholics and chess 

freaks. 

 

I had her. There was no escape. I ripped and roared, slapped her across the face and nearly tore her 

in half. 

 

women were available only in streaks so you had to get as much in as possible before somebody 

else’s godhead came along. 

 

People with no morals often considered themselves more free, but mostly they lacked the ability to 

feel or to love. So they became swingers. The dead fucking the dead. There was no gamble or humor 

in their game—it was corpse fucking corpse. Morals were restrictive, but they were grounded on 

human experience down through the centuries. Some morals tended to keep people slaves in 

factories, in churches and true to the State. Other morals simply made good sense. It was like a 

garden filled with poisoned fruit and good fruit. You had to know which to pick and eat, which to 

leave alone. 

 

  



play the piano drunk like a percussion instrument until the fingers bleed a 

bit (1979)  
 

It’s better to be driven around in a / red porsche / than to own / one. The luck of the fool is / 

inviolate. 

 

it’s so easy to be a poet / and so hard to be / a man. 

 

I like to prowl ordinary places / and taste the people—/ from a distance. / I don’t want them too near 

/ because that’s when attrition / starts, / but in supermarkets / laundromats / cafés / street corners / 

bus stops / eating places / drug stores / I can look at their bodies / and their faces / and their 

clothing—/ watch the way they walk / or stand / or what they’re doing. / I’m like an x-ray machine / I 

like them like that: / on view. / I imagine the best things / about them. / I imagine them brave and 

crazy / I imagine them beautiful. / / I like to prowl the ordinary places. / I feel sorry for us all or glad 

for us / all / caught alive together / and awkward in that way. / / there’s nothing better than the joke 

/ of us / the seriousness of us / the dullness of us 

 

when you / first meet them their eyes / are all under- / standing; laughter abounds / like sand fleas. 

then, Jesus, / time tinkles on and / things leak. they / start making DEMANDS. / what they / demand 

is contrary to what- / ever you are, or could be. / strange is the thought that they’ve never / read 

anything you’ve writ- / ten, not really read it at / all. or worse, if they have, / they’ve come to SAVE / 

you. which mainly means / making you like everybody else. / ... / you find yourself / alone again in 

your / bedroom grabbing your / guts and saying, o, shit / no, not again. / / we should have known. / 

maybe we wanted cotton / candy luck. / maybe we / believed. what trash. / we believed like dogs / 

believe. 

 

  



Shakespeare Never Did This (1979) 
 

It had taken 56 years to find Linda Lee and it had been worth the waiting. A man had to go through 

many women to find the one, and if he had the luck she would be there. For a man to settle on the 

first one or two women in his existence was ignorant; he had no idea what a woman was. A man had 

to go through the course, and that didn’t mean just sleeping with women, fucking them once or 

twice; it meant living with women for months and years. I don’t blame men who fear to do this—it 

means putting the soul up for grabs. Of course, some men just settle in with women, they give up, 

they say, this is it, it’s the best I can do. There are plenty of those, in fact, most people live under a 

flag of truce: they realize it isn’t quite working but no matter, let’s make do, no use going through 

that all over again, what’s on tv tonight? Nothing. Well, let’s look at it anyhow.—It’s better than 

looking at each other, it’s better than thinking about that. TV holds together more bad pairings than 

children or church. Think of all the millions living together and disliking it, and hating their jobs and 

afraid to lose their jobs, no wonder their faces look like their faces do. 

 

Linda Lee splashed her ankles in the befouled Mediterranean. That girl enjoyed everything that bored 

me and everything that I enjoyed bored her. We were the perfect mates: what kept us going was the 

tolerable and intolerable distance between us. We kept meeting each day—and each night—with 

nothing solved and no chance to solve it. Perfection. 

 

when you get them to hating you then you know that you are doing your job well. 

 

I always felt emotionally strangled in art museums, I preferred bad movies, I felt much less 

confronted, I never liked to conform to a so-called greatness that just didn’t feel and look great to 

me. There just weren’t that many good artists but they had to fill the walls and halls with something; 

I got the same feeling in a library, all those books wasted, sitting there in the shelves and saying very 

little. 

 

We got back into the car and it was rush hour time and Barbet whirled us about the eternal 

speedway, around and around, the gas fumes rose, all of Paris had one big headache inhaling it, and 

they pushed the gas pedals further down to escape it 

 

  



Dangling in the Tournefortia (1981) 
 

she had something in mind, banging / along with her shopping cart full of / sundries, she arched her 

brows together / tightly above her nose and drove her / gondola of goodies right into me hard, / the 

bottom of the cart cracking my legs / just above the ankles, ’’shit,’’ I said / and she backed off and as 

the long / ash of her cigarette fell to the pavement / she gave me a half-grin, swerved her / rushing 

chariot around and I knew that / she knew that I knew that one day at one / time her legs her 

kneecaps her glance her / every word kept men suspended between dream and / reality 

 

pigs shit in / golden bathrooms / and the deaths / of fools / are followed by / motorcade / six blocks 

long. 

 

they don’t understand—it’s been a gamble all along; / nothing ever solidifies into a sure thing; all 

gifts / must constantly be earned and re-earned; also, to linger / incessantly upon the ground of 

literature and learning / is not only inhuman, it’s dumb. 

 

I wear them down. I make them hate. I give them / more than they want. they want to suck blood, I 

give / them pus. they leave. 

 

now under the pineapple guava tree, the sun cutting through / the branches, I still have the body of a 

young boy / but the face is old / remembering the hours and the places and what was done / to the 

days and the weeks and the years. 

 

’’hi, Buck!’’ he says. / ’’Jesus!’’ I say. / Winthrop always startles me, when I see him / it’s like a death 

ray being pointed / at me. [...] people like Winthrop have been worrying about / my soul for 

decades—I’m constantly informed / that I’m losing it or that I have lost it. / when a man loses his soul 

you don’t tell him about / it, you stay away from him. 

 

their hair / their legs / their eyes / their behinds... / they all look so good, / I thought, but / they’re 

going to grow up / into nothing but / trouble... 

 

I like orange ribbons tied around the cat’s neck. 

 

  



Ham on Rye (1982) 
 

My words filled the room, from blackboard to blackboard, they hit the ceiling and bounced off, they 

covered Mrs. Fretag’s shoes and piled up on the floor. 

 

She was snake-like with long beautiful legs. She only sat behind her desk when she took roll call. 

 

I closed my eyes and listened to the waves. Thousands of fish out there, eating each other. Endless 

mouths and assholes swallowing and shifting. The whole earth was nothing but mouths and assholes 

swallowing and shifting, and fucking. 

 

But as he continued to punch, my fear vanished. I felt only astonishment at his strength and energy. 

Where did he get it? A swine like him? He was loaded. I couldn’t see anymore—my eyes were 

blinded by flashes of yellow and green light, purple light—then a terrific shot of RED . . . I felt myself 

going down. Is this the way it happens? I fell to one knee. I heard an airplane passing overhead. I 

wished I was on it. I felt something run over my mouth and chin . . . it was warm blood running from 

my nose. 

 

I made practice runs down to skid row to get ready for my future. I didn’t like what I saw down there. 

Those men and women had no special daring or brilliance. They wanted what everybody else 

wanted. There were also some obvious mental cases down there who were allowed to walk the 

streets undisturbed. I had noticed that both in the very poor and very rich extremes of society the 

mad were often allowed to mingle freely. 

 

The people were restrictive and careful, all alike. And I’ve got to live with these fuckers for the rest of 

my life, I thought. God, they all had assholes and sexual organs and their mouths and their armpits. 

They shit and they chattered and they were dull as horse dung. The girls looked good from a 

distance, the sun shining through their dresses, their hair. But get up close and listen to their minds 

running out of their mouths, you felt like digging in under a hill and hiding out with a tommy-gun. 

 

There was a price to be paid for it all, a general falsity, that could be easily believed, and could be the 

first step down a dead-end street. 

 

The boils got worse and worse. They were as large as walnuts and covered my face. I was very 

ashamed. 



 

when I began to think about it, I decided that everything that they were doing for me was useless. I 

figured that at best the needle would leave scars on me for the remainder of my life. That was bad 

enough but it wasn’t what I really minded. What I minded was that they didn’t know how to deal 

with me. I sensed this in their discussions and in their manner. They were hesitant, uneasy, yet also 

somehow disinterested and bored. Finally it didn’t matter what they did. They just had to do 

something—anything—because to do nothing would be unprofessional. They experimented on the 

poor and if that worked they used the treatment on the rich. And if it didn’t work, there would still 

be more poor left over to experiment upon. 

 

I often stood in front of the mirror alone, wondering how ugly a person could get. I would look at my 

face in disbelief, then turn to examine all the boils on my back. I was horrified. No wonder people 

stared, no wonder they said unkind things. It was not simply a case of teen-age acne. These were 

inflamed, relentless, large, swollen boils filled with pus. 

 

I guess the only time most people think about injustice is when it happens to them. 

  



Tales of Ordinary Madness (1983) 
 

And Mad Jimmy was boring me. He was a boor. A sandfly. A crocodile’s tail. Dogshit on the heel. 

 

Izzy was on the way. The tank. Little air-hole mouth sucking in the sky. 

 

Living was easy—all you had to do was let go. And have a little money. Let the other men fight the 

wars, let the other men go to jail. 

 

It would be less embarrassing to get thrown out of my seat than to ask the stewardess how to fasten 

the belt. 

 

just so many poppies in a field. Which one did you pick? Which one picked you? It didn’t matter, and 

it was all so sad. 

 

the world was molested with billions of people who had nothing to do with their time except murder 

it and murder you. 

 

it was like trying to screw a beachball in a dark closet.  

 

he made the others look like schoolboys raising their hands for permission to make a little literary 

peepee. 

 

the workers were hardly human, their eyes were glazed, stricken, insane, they laughed at anything 

and mocked each other continually. their insides were stamped out. they had been murdered.  

 

Huge buttocks took the safety belt and fastened him to his seat with an easy disdain and a great 

show and threat of strength like an elephant pulling a mango tree out of the ground with his trunk. 

 

one of the secretaries smiled at him. god, what a body! all that flesh, wobbling and trussed-in and 

just aching to be fucked, and then the smile … what a medieval torture. 



 

some women have theories on how to save the world but can’t wash out a coffee cup. 

 

you begin saving the world by saving one man at a time; all else is grandiose romanticism or politics. 

 

the problem with revolutions is that they must begin from the INSIDE-out, not from the outside-IN. 

 

‘’I don’t have any politics. I’m an observer.’’ 

‘’it’s a good thing everybody isn’t an observer or we would never get anywhere.’’ 

‘’have we gotten somewhere?’’ 

 

‘’how many men must we kill in order to move forward one inch?’’ 

‘’how many men are killed by not moving at all?’’ 

 

The reason most shrinks become shrinks is because they are worried about their own minds. And 

examining your own mind is the worst thing a crazy man can do. 

 

poetry today has a kind of glass outside to it, slick and sliding, and sunned down inside there is a 

joining of word to word in a rather metallic inhuman summation or semi-secret angle. […] but the 

poetry is dull, very dull, so dull that the dullness is taken for hidden meaning—the meaning is hidden, 

all right, so well hidden that there isn’t any meaning. but if YOU can’t find it, you lack soul, sensitivity 

and so forth, so you BETTER FIND IT OR YOU DON’T BELONG. and if you don’t find it, KEEP QUIET. 

 

just the simple pasty horrors and doldrums of mechanical people in a mechanical act, trying to tickle 

their cement souls back into life with a spurt of cum. 

 

I sit by the window as the garbage men drive up. they empty the garbage cans. I listen for mine. 

there it is: CRASK TINKLE CRASH BLUNK BLASH! one of the gentlemen looks at the other:  

‘’man, they got one powerful drinker in there!’’  

I lift my bottle and wait for further developments in space flight. 



 

I have nothing against Love-ins so long as I AM NOT FORCED TO ATTEND. 

 

get good enough at anything and you will create your own enemies. 

 

the crowd aches to see them get knocked off in order to bring them down to their own bowl of shit. 

 

this whole country, this whole world is on a bad trip, friend. but they’ll arrest you for swallowing a 

tablet. 

 

something else is hurting you—that’s why you need pot or whiskey, or whips and rubber suits, or 

screaming music turned so fucking loud you can’t think. or madhouses or mechanical cunts or 162 

baseball games a season. or Vietnam or Israel… 

 

We entered alone and we left alone. And most of us lived lonely and frightened and incomplete lives. 

 

we’ve all heard the old women who say, ‘’oh, I think it’s just AWFUL what these young people do to 

themselves, all that dope and stuff! I think it’s  terrible!’’ and then you look at the old gal: no yes, no 

teeth, no brain, no soul, no ass, no mouth, no color, no flux, no humor, nothing, just a stick, and you 

wonder what her tea and cookies and church and home on the corner have done for HER. and the 

old men sometimes get quite violent about what some of the young are doing—‘’hell, I worked HARD 

all my life!’’ (they think this is a virtue, but it only proves a man is a damn fool.) ‘’these people want 

everything for NOTHING! sitting around wrecking their bodies with dope, hoping to live off the fat of 

the land!’’ 

then you look at HIM: 

amen. 

he’s only jealous. he’s been tricked. fucked-out of his good years. he’d really like to have a ball too. if 

he could do it over. but he can’t. so now he wants them to suffer like he did. 

 

God coming down to earth and then being nailed to a cross by that which He created. 

 

  



The Most Beautiful Woman in Town (1983) 
 

will there be the flash of light and heat that rips us apart one night while we are screwing or crapping 

or reading the comic strips or pasting blue-chip stamps into a book? 

 

knowing the proper balance of solitude vs. the crowd—that was the trick, the con needed to keep 

you from the padded walls. 

 

Only the poor knew the meaning of life; the rich and the safe had to guess. 

 

when a man gets old enough, trapped enough, hungry enough, weary enough—he’ll suck dick, tit, 

eat shit to stay alive; either that or suicide. the human race ain’t got it, man. it’s a bad crowd. 

 

there ain’t no soul. it’s all con. there ain’t no heroes. it’s all con. there ain’t no winners—it’s all con 

and horseshit. there ain’t no saints, there ain’t no genius—that’s all con and fairytale, it makes the 

game go. each man just tries to hang on and be lucky—if he can. all else is bullshit. 

 

 

  



Hot Water Music (1983) 
 

only boring people get bored. They have to prod themselves continually in order to feel alive. 

 

’’What do you think of Women’s Liberation?’’ / ’’Any time they’re willing to work the car washes, get 

behind the plow, chase down the two guys who just held up the liquor store, or clean up the sewers, 

anytime they’re ready to get their tits shot off in the army, I’m ready to stay home and wash the 

dishes and get bored picking lint off the rug.’’ 

 

Outside you could hear the traffic going up and down Hollywood Boulevard. The sound was 

persistent, like the tide, like waves, almost like an ocean, and it was an ocean: octopi and suckerfish 

and whales and mollusks and sponges and grunion and the like. Inside, it was more like a separate 

fishtank. 

 

I almost said, ’’Shit, let’s get a fifth and go to my place.’’ I could see myself stabbing that thin body. I 

could almost hear the springs. Then I could see her later sitting in a chair, cursing and talking and 

laughing. I passed. 

 

That was the trouble with being a writer, that was the main trouble—leisure time, excessive leisure 

time. You had to wait around for the buildup until you could write and while you were waiting you 

went crazy 

 

My body gnaws at me from one side and my spirit gnaws at me from the other. 

 

The job was getting to him. Six years and he didn’t have a dime in the bank. That’s how they hooked 

you—they gave you just enough to keep alive but they never gave you enough so you could finally 

escape. 

 

someday everything would dwindle to zero, the loves, the poems, the gladiolas. Finally we’d be 

stuffed with dirt like a cheap taco. 

 

  



War All the Time: Poems 1981-1984 (1984) 
 

3 years lying flat like that in that hospital, what is he thinking? I want to go quick like a seedless olive 

into the mouth of a fool, as young girls keep arriving from Des Moines wiggling like sardines in 

striped dresses 

 

they think the enemy are / those they are directed against / instead of those who / direct them: / the 

fathers of the  / darlings. 

 

the truth is the funniest thing / around / because you seldom ever hear / it / and when you do / it 

astonishes you into / laughter 

 

as they get older they will stop skating, they will / stop singing, painting, dancing, / their interests will 

shift to / survival, / the grace and the gamble will disappear. 

 

Saroyan on his deathbed said, / ’’I thought I would never die...’’ / I know what he meant: / I think of 

myself forever / rolling a cart through a / supermarket / looking for onions, potatoes / and bread / 

while watching the misshapen / and droll ladies push / by. 

 

going back / doesn’t mesh with going / forward 

 

the fat man’s face / was florid with / indignation. 

 

nothing ever goes as it should, it / goes as it must, 

 

boy, don’t come around here telling me you / can’t cut it, that / they’re pitching you low and inside, 

that / they are conspiring against you, / that all you want is a chance but they won’t / give you a / 

chance. / boy, the problem is that you’re not doing / what you want to do, or / if you’re doing what 

you want to do, you’re / just not doing it / well. 

 

we’ve got to settle for not very much; / we need our rest; great tragedy or great victory will / arrive 

soon enough. 



 

  



You Get So Alone At Times That It Just Makes Sense (1986) 
 

take a writer away from his typewriter / and all you have left / is / the sickness / which started him / 

typing / in the / beginning. 

 

  



The Roominghouse Madrigals: Early Selected Poems 1946-1966 (1988) 
 

you’ve got to know when to let a woman go if you want to keep her, / and if you don’t want to keep 

her you let her go anyhow, / so it’s always a process of letting go, one way or the other 

 

people run from rain but / sit / in bathtubs full of / water. 

 

a woman must be nursed / into subsistence / by love / where a man can become / stronger / by 

being hated. 

 

I can feel the undoing of my soul / spinning away like a thread / on a quickly revolving spool. 

 

the superior man of today is the man / of limited feeling / whose education consists of / ready-made 

action and reactions to / ready-made situations 

 

  



Hollywood (1989) 
 

All you had to do in their little world was be a writer or an artist or a ballet dancer and you could just 

sit or stand around, inhaling and exhaling, drinking wine, pretending you knew what the hell. 

 

I’m sure he said many astonishing things, I simply focused on his eyebrows. 

 

Karl loved to talk the way he thought hip Americans talked. 

’’Hey, motherfucker, how ya doin’?’’ 

’’All right, Karl, you still riding your joystick?’’ 

’’Yeah, my ceiling is riddled with flakes of dry sperm.’’ 

’’Good man.’’ 

 

Many of the rich and famous were actually dumb cunts and bastards. They had simply fallen into a 

big pay-off somewhere. Or they were enriched by the stupidity of the general public. 

 

Writing was strange. I needed to write, it was like a disease, a drug, a heavy compulsion, yet I didn’t 

like to think of myself as a writer. 

 

We drank beer. Mostly it was small talk, about the many exploits of Lenny. He’d not only paid his 

dues, he could recollect them. 

 

There was nobody in sight. It was as if at some signal everybody had gone into hiding. But I could feel 

a hundred eyes upon us. Or so I imagined. 

 

Three things a man needed: faith, practice, and luck. 

 

The day wafted on, peacefully but listlessly. 

 



Only when she had screamed ’’I want some corn!’’ it had been as if she wanted the whole world 

back, the world that she had somehow missed out on or the world that had somehow passed her by. 

 

I hated to see Jon deflated that way. He had natural guts. Some people disliked him because he 

seemed to have too much bravado. But most of it was real. We all played being brave. I did too. But I 

didn’t like to see Jon lose his bravado. 

 

’’What is your philosophy of life?’’ ’’Think as little as possible.’’ ’’Anything else?’’ When you can’t 

think of anything else to do, be kind.’’ 

 

His hand kept darting to the knot of his necktie, he was subconsciously worried about his 

appearance. 

 

The booze loosened those typewriter keys, gave them some spark and gamble. 

 

They were just dull inside. There was nothing for them to do but stay within the self that was not 

quite there. That wasn’t too painful. It was a soft place to be. 

 

All the stuff was off key. Like the last words of the earth’s last maniac. 

 

Maybe it was an off night for her but she sounded like an old time Female Libber. Which is all right, 

for them, except they tend to eat up the oxygen and it was already too hot in there for lack of fresh 

air. 

 

  



Septuagenarian Stew: Stories & Poems (1990) 
 

we must bring / our own light / to the / darkness. 

 

every person, I suppose, has / their eccentricities / but in an effort to be / normal / in the world’s / 

eye / they overcome them / and therefore / destroy their / special calling. 

 

The boy was nice and soft, lost in the dream before the reality. 

 

They think that if writers suffer they will be all the better off for it. That’s crap. Suffering is just like 

anything else: get too much of it and you will eventually go under. Escape from suffering is what 

creates great writers. 

 

Handle your trivial affairs well and the gigantic matters will fall into place. 

 

People wearied me, they were continually insulted; if you didn’t feed them what they wanted to hear 

they took it as an affront. 

 

They were waiting on the impossible and the impossible seldom arrived. Only in the movies, baby, 

only on the tv tube. That’s where some of them got that tiny boost that kept them going. 

 

that’s what life is / for: avoiding as much strain as / possible before your / death (I prefer moments of 

calm to the occasional gift of / happiness). 

 

Manny, you’re going out there like a bitter old man. People know the world is shit! They want to 

forget that. 

 

all the waiting’s / not / much: just part of the / space between / agonies. 

 

You keep slowing down but you have to keep going. Either that or it was your neck on the railroad 

track. 



 

I turned again to the large dark / trees, thinking, doesn’t it ever / end? all those things that happen / 

that one is / never ever ready / for? 

 

the important / thing / is / the obvious / thing / that / nobody / is / saying. 

 

What I need is a shrink who doesn’t need a shrink and there aren’t any of those. 

 

they blamed me / for not being able to rouse them / out of a failed past 

 

…and the roof was out of plumb. But there was a stately palm out front. I followed her ass on in as it 

whirled and swirled and sang, demanding release from that skirt, demanding the release of the 

electricity from the glands of Man—that stinking electricity which kept pushing the ugliness of the 

species forward through the useless centuries. 

 

But the strangest thing about being famous is that you don’t feel famous. You feel like you always 

did. It’s just in the eyes of the public that you’re famous. The whole thing is like a dream. 

 

there’s a very thin line between writing and excreting. 

 

he thought women were something you married 

 

a voice not distracted by / the ordinary forces of / greed, cunning and / need // he was on a hunt / 

listening to life 

 

there is something / terrible / that finally comes to most / people [...] ’’bitterness’’ 

 

  



The Last Night of the Earth Poems (1992) 
 

I must have come from another place, I must have been a mole in another life, something that 

burrowed and hid alone 

 

they have aged / badly / because they have / lived / out of focus, / they have refused to / see. 

 

I am asked to hide / my viewpoint / from them / for fear of their / fear. 

 

I flipped them / poked them / gored them. 

 

it / takes / a lot of // desperation // dissatisfaction // and disillusion // to / write //a / few / good / 

poems. 

 

then he raises his beer / bottle, / it is green. / he lifts it to his lips, / tilts it. 

 

this man sometimes forgets who / he is. / sometimes he thinks he’s the / Pope. // other times he 

thinks he’s a / hunted rabbit / and hides under the / bed. // then / all at once / he’ll recapture total / 

clarity / and begin creating / works of / art. // then he’ll be all right / for some / time. 

 

as / the famous gather to / applaud their / seeming / greatness // as the fools are / fooled / again 

 

reality is a juiceless / orange. / there is no plan / no out / no divinity / no sparrow of / joy. 

 

at best, the odds / remained long / and / at worst, / unchangeable. // and what was worst: / not that 

we wasted / it / but that it was / wasted / on us: // coming out of / the Womb / trapped / in light and 

/ darkness // stricken and numbed 

 

you are so / pompous / in your / knowledge / so / assured / that you are / on a hot roll / to / nirvana 

// you soft lumps of / humanity // you imitators of / other / pretenders // you are still / in / the 

shadow of / the / Mother // you / have never / bargained with / the / Beast / you have never / tasted 



/ the full flavor of / Hell // you have never / seen / the Edge of / yourself / you have never / been 

alone / with the / razor-sharp / walls 

 

I knew that I was dying. / something in me said, go ahead, die, sleep, become /as / them, accept. // 

then something else in me said, no, save the tiniest / bit. / it needn’t be much, just a spark. / a spark 

can set a whole forest on / fire. / just a spark. / save it. 

 

by writing things down I have / been better able to / live with them. 

 

this incompleteness is all / we have: / we write the same things / over and over / again. / we are 

fools, / driven. 

 

I am not alone. / he’s here now. / sometimes I think he’s / gone / then he / flies back / in the morning 

or at / noon or in the / night. / a bird no one wants. / he’s mine. / my bird of pain. 

 

and the years move slow and the years / move fast and the years move / past. 

 

hurrah, hurrah, lost / in the grisly multitude of days 

 

their only / relief / being // to meet / another / unhappy / person / or / to / create / one. 

 

you were / nature’s / idiot, / not proving but / being / proved. / not a man but a / plan / unfolding, / 

not thrusting but / being / pierced. 

 

they become unalive / because they are unable to / pause / undo themselves / unkink / unsee / 

unlearn / roll clear. 

 

they are / frightened, / never wanting to be / wrong / they lash out / incessantly... 

 

’’how ya doin’, baby?’’ /  ’’things have me by the jugular, Frank, / I’m ready to run up the white / flag. 

’’ 



 

all the impossibilities / of that day and that life / corkscrewing through you 

 

to write this // (in this room, / like the other rooms) // perhaps for some young man / now / needing 

/ to laugh at the / impossibilities / which are here / always / after we are / not. 

 

  



Screams from the Balcony: Selected Letters 1960-1966 (1993) 
 

I’m sick of all the 8 hour faces and laughter and babble, Dodger talk and pussy-talk and zero-talk. 

 

A man does not get old because he nears death; a man gets old because he can no longer see the 

false from the good. 

 

It is better for the artist to work out of a vacuum, going from creation to creation, each a new 

beginning. 

 

Life is avoidance of pain until death. Life is finding that love between 2 people only goes one way. 

 

It’s a person’s eccentricities that give him whatever he has. 

 

they look at each other and say things but they don’t know what they’re saying: their mouths have 

long ago been cut out and thrown away. Christmas, to most of them, is like owning a new car. 

They’ve got to do it. They don’t have the guts—or the sense—to pass it up. 

 

Keep your bones in good motion, kid, and quietly consume and digest what is necessary. 

 

And the odd thing is, you tell these people the truth and they think you are not cooperating. 

 

I am very full of self-doubt, self-doubt twists me in the vise forever, and I know that I often do badly 

and write badly and I don’t live exactly like a saint, but it does appear to me that I ought to be 

allowed to think along my own lines and live in my own way. 

 

The only hope of survival is to escape as much as possible from the mass-hypnosis. 

 

I’ve had so many knives stuck into me, when they hand me a flower I can’t quite make out what it is. 

 



or else all is lost like weeds in a garden or snails stepped upon and crushed 

 

This poetry-thing is the worst sort of crutch. It weakens a man. And if a man is weak before he writes 

poetry he becomes, finally, through the strumming of shadows and wailing, he becomes finally what 

he is—just another fine pink juicy boy doing his god damned job in the frailest and most vomiting 

way. 

 

we are creatures of gesture instead of reality 

 

I am tired as hell but the longer I live the more something begins to take shape. 

 

the weak ones protest the most and do the most because there is this hungry space within them 

 

the medics are some day going to find out that cutting out cancer with a knife was the quickest way 

to death 

 

discarding the whole façade of knowledge and education and looking as directly as you can into your 

own sun 

 

I get a little sick with how PROUD people are with the mind, how they want to ram it through you like 

a sword, how they want to talk talk talk. 

 

There is always this sense of futility and disgust that you have been hammered finally into something 

which you do not WANT TO BE, and as long as you are conscious of this and not man enough or 

clever enough to find a way out, you are going to be pretty generally unhappy like with hot tongs 

gripping your guts most of the time. 

 

People keep explaining to me that I am really lonely, and this makes my ass bleed too. What they are 

talking about really is themselves and they figure my machinery has to be set the same way. 

 

it’s like walking through a forest with wine at high noon and everything gone except the soaring. 



 

all writers are bitches clothed in articles of the sun 

 

Very little today. The cats still walk around. One of them ate a bird the other day. I won’t talk to the 

son of a bitch for a week. 

 

while I have a theory that rejection is good for the soul, the theory seems to work best when it 

applies to others. 

 

the horns of grief need no honing.    

 

the time has gone by and I haven’t done anything, I am ashamed, I am lazy, I am stupid, I am King 

Kong bending over for a button 

 

if the world digs me it is only to bury me. 

 

inside of his head it is like inside the head of a blackbird skipping over a wet lawn. tick, tick, and that’s 

it. I am supposed to save this man for democracy. I’m supposed to say something, nice about him. I 

can’t. 

 

I am the toilet paper wiped against America. 

 

or a day off when the old woman isn’t acting haywire like some Bette Davis throwing a pissfit or the 

kid wailing wailing the blues, scratching your inner guts with barbwire, and you wonder what ever 

happened to that small room when you were alone and glad to be alone forever. 

 

style is a good tool to tell what you have to say but when you no longer have anything to say, style is 

a limp cock before the wondrous cunt of the universe. 

 

am I insane? it seems to me as if everything is the same mouth saying the same thing over and over 

again from all these bodies and faces that also look the same.  



 

victory is not what you capture but rather what you don’t want to capture 

 

but these are only men and if we put them in different jars with different labels they will remain only 

men 

 

you are as phoney as that which you wish to overthrow. the weakest men take that which seems 

immediately better; the strongest men hurt themselves (if hurt has to be), and wait. 

 

Marina keeps yanking at me and I lift her up and she sits here in her yellow pajamas // banging at the 

typewriter / grabbing for my cigar and beer / tiny hand see-blue eyes / she thinks me a monster of 

heroic proportions, / my god such a sweet DOLL!!! / she breaks me and breaks me up again and again 

/ as I peer at her out of my / evil face. 

 

I believe that this beautiful little girl with the beautiful eyes would become less instead of more 

beautiful if I sold out. 

 

it’s not excellence we want, it’s a kind of going-on, a clown’s gesture. it took some deciding to come 

to this. I think we are all too careful. fuck reputation. if I have a reputation it’s only the dirty work of 

others. I have a right to go on. nobody has the rights to rope and bind me. 

 

phonies, galore, phonies walking around under the same sun that makes roses 

 

the greatest immorality is going for gold against the grain of yourself when you don’t need the gold, 

the possession—like taping dead oranges on an orange tree. 

 

I sit like some stupid elf in a pine tree waiting for lightning. 

 

this is the way it works and / we wind our clocks and we / wait on / midnight or the carnival / a 

hamburger sandwich or the / garbage man. // we live with it we live until we / die. 

 



The trouble with women is that in creating new men they tend to destroy old ones 

 

the best principle for a strong man […] is not to get involved with creatures because the creatures are 

a swamp. There will be certainly enough involvement, without voluntary exploratory involvement, to 

last you a lifetime 

 

we don’t need jails. we don’t need morals. all we need is a common working sense and easiness and 

instinct. society kills more men than it saves.  

 

these safe and clever and dead men are published everywhere. this is why the audience for poetry is 

so small—the masses know that most of it is fake—has nothing to do with lives, their or anyone’s, 

has nothing to do with Life. 

 

the involute & secretive and vocabulary deadened style of a Creeley or an Olson 

 

when I can read a man without lessening the electric charge within me, I know that man is a writer. 

to hell with iambic p.’s and spondees, I go on kilowatts! 

 

all I need is a sheet of paper, a typer, some food and some rent 

 

these people almost know that they are dead, ugly, wasted, and they don’t want to see anything or 

anybody happy and careless and easy; they don’t even want to see anybody unhappy in the way we 

tend to get unhappy—it has to be their way. 

 

even when he smiles even when he is kind even when he is a winner a lover a father a playboy a 

champ, he stinks he is rot, he is a flower without a head, a plant without a root, a slab of meat 

butchered and dressed in clothing. 

 

The trick is to work it enough in their directions to let you live, but enough in your direction to stay 

alive. 

 



the oddity…of continuing to write poetry as one really gets older—I’ll be 46 in August, there is 

somehow a sense of shame as if one didn’t belong, but I think this is an ingrained Americanism—that 

age is a crime and that poetry is for the young. my age is a miracle and poetry is for me, or, what I 

write, whatever that is, is for me. it’s a clarification of issues and also some screaming and also some 

things which we don’t know. it’s Romantic, unromantic, useless and important. it’s a way to go.   

 

a French wench wiggling all over, with rich blue eyes like out of a paint tube came in and started 

cleaning my teeth 

 

I don’t like love as a command, as a search. it must come to you, like a hungry cat at the door. 

 

I FEEL TERROR CONTINUALLY. they have built me a little image shit thing of a brave and tough man. I 

will not buy it. I am a skunk thing, always turning, not knowing. 

 

the UNIVERSITY IS THE THUNDERHEAD OF DEFEAT.  the young know this. so they get sucked away 

from this and they get sucked into other cesspools: Bukowski, Thomas, Dylan, Ginsberg—anything 

except going into that lonely room and finding out WHO THEY ARE OR WHO THEY ARE NOT. 

 

the idea is Creation not Adulation; the idea is a man in a room alone hacking at a stone and not 

sucking at the tits of the crowd. 

 

  



Pulp (1994) 
 

But the walls to my apartment were thin. I had heard everything next door... ’’Hey, baby, this 

turkeyneck is loaded with sticky white paste and it’s got to get out or I’m gonna have a stroke or 

something! 

 

Definition of a nice neighbourhood: a place you couldn’t afford to live in. 

 

Two women meant twice as much trouble as one woman. Now I had trouble on either side. I was in 

the vise. I was screwed. 

 

But what did it really matter who screwed who? It was finally all so drab. Fuck, fuck, fuck. Well, 

people got attached. Once you cut the umbilical cord they attached to other things. Sight, sound, sex, 

money, mirages, mothers, masturbation, murder and Monday morning hangovers. 

 

Cindy was probably in there watching something stupid on tv, crossing her warm legs and laughing at 

something inane and obvious. 

 

’’One more word out of you, boy, and you’re gonna have a breathing problem.’’ He stood there 

looking at me, deciding whether to call my card or not. 

 

You tell that dream to a shrink and he’ll make something awful out of it. Because you are paying him 

excessively, he’s going to make sure to make you feel bad. 

 

We were all in the same leaky boat, jollying ourselves up. Like, you take Christmas. Yeah, take it the 

hell out of here. The man who made it up was the man who never carried extra luggage. The rest of 

us have got to dump most of our junk just to find out where we are. Well, not where we are but 

where we aren’t. The more stuff you dumped the more you could see. Everything worked in reverse. 

 

People waited all their lives. They waited to live, they waited to die. They waited in line to buy toilet 

paper. They waited in line for money. And if they didn’t have any money they waited in longer lines. 

You waited to go to sleep and then you waited to awaken. You waited to get married and you waited 

to get divorced. Your waited for it to rain, you waited for it to stop. You waited to eat and then you 

waited to eat again. 



 

Sure, it was dangerous. Broad daylight. But I thrived on danger. It made my ears tingle and my 

butthole pucker. You only live once, right? Well, except for Lazarus. Poor sucker, he had to die twice. 

But I was Nick Belane. You only rode the merry-go-round once. Life was for the daring. 

 

People who solved things usually had lots of persistence and some good luck. If you persisted long 

enough, the good luck usually came. Most people couldn’t wait on the luck, though, so they quit.  

 

  



Living On Luck: Selected Letters 1960s-1970s (Vol. 2) (1995) 
 

We need knock nothing down. It’s time we begin picking up. saving what is left. what is worth saving. 

 

When love burns to the ground do not be ashamed of your grief, or even your madness or bitterness. 

 

When you go up fast, you usually come down that way. 

 

my love grows sadder, my life grows realer. 

 

and it rolls along in its quiet slime drowning itself as it inspects itself 

 

most of these people have just lived on the edge of living and so they are full of a bilious sort of stale 

and clotted energy which they must expel as a sort of poison. 

 

I have lived with many many women and it all ends up the same: they want to shave you down to a 

wooden dummy to do their bidding. 

 

our whole social structure houses and pardons and builds laws for everyday sanctioned robbery and 

crime against each other, whereas a direct and HONEST CRIME is punished by police, judges, juries. 

 

what gets me is that nobody is coming on that I can believe in or look up to. it’s hell not to have a 

hero. 

 

I have for a long time held still for a literature and a culture that pretended to be life and talk about 

life but I will no longer do that 

 

I try to photograph rather than preach 

 



damn if I don’t think the ladies have rather ruled the cock-and-ball set right along. But they claim 

they are not represented with dignity—not enough female doctors, so forth, and then some guy says, 

there aren’t enough female garbage collectors, and then it goes around and around. Everybody 

everywhere is screaming for dignity and representation but their minds and souls are mud and shit, 

and how can you give dignity to shit? 

 

2 things helped—talent and talent, the connections would take care of themselves 

 

the most beautiful woman is the one who walks past your window and then she is gone. 

 

No matter what you do, a certain number of people are going to dislike it, others will like it, and the 

vast majority will not give a damn one way or the other. 

 

knowing when to go to it and knowing to stay away from it, that’s the trick. I really don’t want to be a 

professional writer, I wanna write what I wanna write. 

 

So did Hemingway, until he started talking about ’’discipline,’’ Pound also talked about doing one’s 

’’work.’’ that’s shit 

 

sex to me is almost so much bog. I mean, you do it, that’s nice, and then it’s over and then what have 

you got? 2 chunks of flesh looking at each other and waiting and resting for the next trip. 

 

she’s quite nice to me but most women are at the start . . . then they trap you in, and BOOM!!! 

 

out of 50 poems written, maybe one comes through as it should. I have learned to wait more and 

press less 

 

it takes a lot of doing nothing in order to write 

 

doing nothing is doing something . . . we learn so slowly and when we’ve almost learned it all, it’s 

about too late 



 

there are women who can make you feel more with their bodies and their souls but these are the 

exact women who will turn the knife into you right in front of the crowd. 

 

the female loves to play man against man. 

 

never envy a man his lady. behind it all lies a living hell. 

 

the writing must come out of the living, the reaction to living. If I get a little scorched now and then, 

it’s all for the good of the barbecue. 

 

I truly don’t understand the ladies, Carl. They seem to exert terrific pressures while asking a kind of 

freedom of their own. I am puzzled beyond puzzlement. 

 

The man-woman relationship is fraught with pain and glory and warmth and wonderment. It’s 

certainly worth the trip. 

 

the female is a clever creature. She knows how to regulate her affairs. Most often it is the man who 

falls apart; it’s the man who jumps off the bridge. When we give over our feelings they run off with 

us. There’s no regulating them. 

 

that’s the trouble with professional writers—they become so professional they stop living. 

 

a new involvement hardly ever solves and old involvement. 

 

the fat must stoke up and then I will skim it off. you understand: everything at its proper time. 

 

as I write this Linda stands by the typewriter reading over my shoulder and scratching her beautiful 

ass. now she laughs. now she rattles papers. now she rattles papers and laughs 

 



now we have been very somber and serious. let’s let up. 

 

I don’t trust the mind unless it’s run by the bellybutton 

 

the tone of the writing must be impartial, exact. 

 

The right of the creator to depict characters any way he must remains inviolate—whether those 

characters are female, black, brown, Indian, Chicano, white, male, Communist, homosexual, 

Republican, peg-legged, mongolian and/or? 

 

The female is bred to be more optimistic than the male because of a function she has not entirely 

escaped yet: the bearing of the child. 

 

They fall to exposure, camera flashes, that grisly attention. I think that when any creative artist gets 

good enough society has an Animal out There that the artist is fed to so he won’t get any stronger. 

Creativity, no matter what you say, is somehow bound up with adversity, and when you get 

dangerous enough they simply take away your adversity. 

 

I am over-emotional, not worldly, and my feelings get hooked in when others might be playing 

games. I get burned, pal, but it has almost always been that way. 

 

watch those young girls, Al. their sincerity seems so sincere until they don’t get what they really 

wanted, then they move on in the hunt. meanwhile we get burnt down believing that they wanted 

us. we let our egos waylay us 

 

Sometimes there’s luck. When there is you stock up on it and wait for the other times. 

 

the longer I know of the poets the more sick I believe they really are—asking for decency and love 

and understanding from the world in their poems and, in person, being exactly the opposite of what 

they ask for. 

 

only time poetry gets any good is when it forgets its holiness. 



 

I’m not saying that the right is always right or that the left is all that’s left. 

 

Physically and spiritually I am feeling pretty high lately; I used to be afraid of that; now when it comes 

I embrace it like a beautiful virgin; I know that the other—the whore—is going to come back quickly 

enough. 

 

I’m stronger than the people and I’m weaker. I see what they see, only I can’t use it; what’s honey to 

them is sawdust to me. 

 

if you are telling the truth it’s done without preaching 

 

a man is wiser running from women than chasing them 

 

Simple acts of life that most men can carry off without a thought can and do befuddle me. 

 

if you put all the money in the bank and don’t come up with tax write-offs the damn govt. just walks 

in and takes almost all of it, and so they force you to spend, they force you into a different life style 

 

The artistry has gone out of everything; it’s all being done on a very dull and low level. The tax man 

fucks up, the waitress fucks up, the cop shoots the wrong guy . . . on and on it goes. I don’t mind so 

much what they do, humanity has hardly been one of my loves, but when what they do gets in the 

way of my existence, when I have to take hours and days to straighten out their errors and 

malfunctions, then what I am trying to do becomes affected and I begin to fail somewhat because 

they fail entirely, and we are all stuck in the same bog 

 

the best idea is to write them the way you want to write them, then look for a market. the deliberate 

slant automatically takes the juice out. 

 

  



Betting on the Muse: Poems & Stories (1996) 
 

buy the car, / mow the lawn, / pay the tax, / hang the toilet paper, / clip the nails, / listen to the 

crickets, / blow up the balloons, / drink the orange juice, / forget the past, / pass the mustard, / pull 

down the shades, / take the pills, / check the air in the tires, / lace on the gloves, / the bell is ringing, 

/ the pearl is in the oyster 

 

this man is a goon, a gunnysack, a gutless no-nothing in a world of doers. He hides behind 

symphonies and poetic fancies; a weak and listless soul. 

 

like a person searching for solitude in the middle of a lake. 

 

she doesn’t understand that I’m joking. She’s so god-damned serious. Everything I say is supposed to 

carry truth or tragic import, or insight or something. 

 

they buy paintings that they / don’t understand / they buy women that they / don’t understand / 

they buy everything and / what they can’t buy / they kill 

 

we only pretend to live / while we wait on something / we wait on something / and look at diamond 

wrist watches / through plate glass windows 

 

your best men die in alleys / under a sheet of paper / while your worst men / get statues in parks / 

for pigeons to shit upon for / centuries 

 

trying to act tough, / trying to act like men / but really closer to their mother’s nipples than to a true 

evaluation / of existence 

 

the thickheaded bull-brained mob with the hard-on / attitude 

 

the nights melted into days and the days / collapsed into nights / as we babbled on 

 



it all comes down to rain, the sunlight, / the traffic, the nights and the days of the / years, the faces 

 

a man fell into a meat grinder and was ground / up. / makes you think a bit about the gods. / like 

some things seem almost planned, worked out / on some / drawing board. / it’s fate, they say. / this 

man was born to die being ground to bits in / a meat / grinder. 

 

and I walked into the next /room, / looked at my 6 cats asleep / on the bed, / there was enough 

Power there / to crack the Universe  

 

all that talent / and he couldn’t get / it / together. / he acted confused, / disoriented. 

 

all I have ever met are a herd of / dullards who have wanted to project / their petty frustrations upon 

me. 

 

how can you be true and / kind at the same / time? 

 

am I the only one in the / world who finds being / alone to be a blessing, a miracle? 

 

I really didn’t  / begin writing / again / until I started / living with / women. / they startled / me / out 

of my / stupor, / dropped me / splashing and / thrashing into a / new / confusion. 

 

writing at its best, is not a contest, / it’s not even an occupation, / it’s a hazardous madness / that 

arrives at its own / behest. / prod it and you lose it. / pretend, and the words fall / ill. // when the 

lulls arrive there is / nothing to do but / wait, / do other things. 

 

I have a problem believing myself. / I am no different now / than I was in the tiny rooms of / 

starvation and madness. / the only difference / is that I am / older. / and I drink better / wine. / all 

the rest is / nonsense, / the luck of the / draw. 

 

I don’t know when, / date, time, all / that / but the change / occurred. / something in me / relaxed, 

smoothed / out. / I no longer had to / prove that I was a / man. / I didn’t have to prove / anything. 



 

go easy, / they are clamoring for you to do it for them once / again, / let them wait. / sit in the shade, 

wait for your strength to / return. / you’ll known when the time is here. / then you’ll arrive / for 

yourself and for them. 

 

there is nothing to declare here, / just a waiting. / each faces it alone.   

 

  



Bone Palace Ballet: New Poems (1997) 
 

death sits in the chair across from / me and watches. / death sees but has no eyes. / death knows but 

has no mind. / we often sit together in the night. / death has one move left. / I have none. 

 

the palm trees shriek / in agony. / the world is being pounded / by a senseless / force. 

 

the tall palms poke / at the sky 

 

it’s the doing / that gets it done 

 

beware these who rally too often to / popular causes, / not because the cause is / necessarily wrong 

/ but because their motive is / self-serving—the cause being / their cause. / those people who swarm 

to / the ringing of bells and / speeches to the gatherings of / the righteously / indignant— 

 

pain in back, feel bloated, should cut my / toenails, / smoking here / past midnight, / radio turned 

low, / warm night 

 

she adores me, I said, the way / I speak, walk, talk, my / glow, the whole bundle. 

 

we are destroyed by expecting / more than there is 

 

I enjoy attacking the sun with a / squirt gun. 

 

it was the same old con, the same old / snobbism, the same old murderous kiss / of death clothed in 

a creative / act. 

 

born into this wondrous / light and / glory / an then gagging / on it, / puking it / away / as the bees / 

and the butterflies / transport / ever more, / their bloody / pollen. 

 



for want of something to do / we keep slaying our small dragons / as the big one waits. 

 

lay down and wait until it charges then you / must get / up / face it get / it before it gets / you 

 

while other men are occupied / with their professions and / their possessions. 

 

  



The Captain is Out to Lunch and the Sailors Have Taken Over the Ship 

(1998) 
 

There are only two things wrong with money: too much or too little. 

 

Anything I say sounds fine because I gamble when I write. Too many are too careful. They study, they 

teach and they fail. Convention strips them of their fire. 

 

There’s a small balcony here, the door is open and I can see the lights of the cars on the Harbor 

Freeway south, they never stop, that roll of lights, on and on. All those people. What are they doing? 

What are they thinking? We’re all going to die, all of us, what a circus! That alone should make us 

love each other but it doesn’t. We are terrorized and flattened by trivialities, we are eaten up by 

nothing. 

 

There’s nothing to mourn about death any more than there is to mourn about the growing of a 

flower. What is terrible is not death but the lives people live or don’t live up until their death. They 

don’t honor their own lives, they piss on their lives. They shit them away. Dumb fuckers. They 

concentrate too much on fucking, movies, money, family, fucking. Their minds are full of cotton. They 

swallow God without thinking, they swallow country without thinking. Soon they forget how to think, 

they let others think for them. Their brains are stuffed with cotton. They look ugly, they talk ugly, 

they walk ugly.  

 

These guys think you always have to be on the cross and bleeding in order to have soul. They want 

you half mad, dribbling down your shirt front. 

 

The best thing is to be alone but not quite alone. 

 

I’m not good company, talking is not my idea of anything at all. I don’t want to exchange ideas or 

souls. I’m just a block of stone unto myself. I want to stay within that block, unmolested. It was that 

way from the beginning. I resisted my parents, I resisted school, then I resisted becoming a decent 

citizen. It’s like whatever I was, was there from the beginning. I didn’t want anybody tinkering with 

that. I still don’t. 

 

At the same time, there is a crust of living rich on top of the rot. 



 

And I sit around writing poems, a novel, I can’t help it, I can’t do anything else. 

 

I don’t mean to sing the blues. But you know, in the 1930s at least everybody knew where they were. 

Now, it’s a game of mirrors. And nobody is quite sure what is holding it together. Or who they are 

really working for. If they are working. 

 

The classical music on the radio is not too good. I think I’ll shut down and go sit with the wife and 

cats for a while. Never push, never force the word. Hell, there is no contest and certainly very little 

competition. Very little. 

 

Everybody thinking that they alone know the angle. Dumb lost egos. I’m one of those. 

 

Be a lawyer? A doctor? A congressman? That’s crap too. They think it isn’t crap but it is. They are 

locked into a system and they can’t get out. And almost everybody is not very good at what they do. 

It doesn’t matter, they are in the safe cocoon. 

 

Gorky? He did write some strong things. Before the Revolution. Then after the Revolution his writing 

began to pale. He didn’t have much to bitch about. It’s like the anti-war protesters, they need a war 

in order to thrive. 

 

Any time you pay somebody to tell you what to do you are going to be a loser. And this includes your 

psychiatrist, your psychologist, your broker, your workshop teacher and your etc. There is nothing 

that teaches you more than regrouping after failure and moving on. Yet most people are stricken 

with fear. They fear failure so much that they fail. They are too conditioned, too used to being told 

what to do. It begins with the family, runs through school and goes into the business world. 

 

Department stores wore me down and stamped on me. There was nothing in them. Tons and tons of 

crap. If it were free, I wouldn’t take it. Don’t they ever sell anything likeable? 

 

Sometimes I feel as if we are all trapped in a movie. We know our lines, where to walk, how to act, 

only there is no camera. 

 



It’s the ACTION while you’re alive. The gate springing open in the sunlight, the horses plunging 

through the light, all the jocks, brave little devils in their bright silks, going for it, doing it. The glory is 

in the motion and the dare. Death be damned. It’s today and today and today. Yes. 

 

We move toward the mirage, our lives wasted like everybody else’s. 

 

We are paper thin. We exist on luck amid the percentages, temporarily. And that’s the best part and 

the worse part, the temporal factor. And there’s nothing you can do about it. You can sit on top of a 

mountain and meditate for decades and it’s not going to alter. You can alter yourself into 

acceptability but maybe that’s wrong too. Maybe we think too much. Feel more, think less. 

 

There are always those who will defend the subnormals in society because they don’t realize it is that 

they too are subnormal. 

 

You can’t always be roaring full steam. You stop and you go. You hit a high and then you fall into a 

black pit. 

 

We can’t examine ourselves too closely or we’ll stop living, stop doing everything. Like the wise men 

who just sit on a rock and don’t move. I don’t know if that’s so wise either. They discard the obvious 

but something makes them discard it. [...] There is no escape, action or inaction. We just have to 

write ourselves off as a loss: any move on the board leads to checkmate. 

 

The human race exaggerates everything: its heroes, its enemies, its importance. 

 

There are thousands of traps in life and most of us fall into many of them. The idea though, is to stay 

out of as many of them as possible. Doing so helps you remain as alive as you might until you die. 

 

There is no pace. There’s nothing startling or fresh. There’s no gamble, no fire, no juice. What are 

they doing? It looks like hard work. No wonder most writers say writing is painful to them. I can 

understand that. 

 

  



Reach For the Sun: Selected Letters 1978-1994 (Vol. 3) (1999) 
 

I am as confused as I was when it began. nothing has been solved. 

 

my woman is good, she is a good one but I tell her, you must go talk to your friends. she says, is it 

another woman? and I tell her, no. but women need to be set free into space now and then or they’ll 

claw you to death. they don’t mean to. but they do. 

 

One New Year’s I just went to bed and cut the lights and pulled up the covers and stayed there, 

phone off the hook and not drinking. It was my happiest New Year. 

 

On some days there is total control, you drive the freeways better, you do everything better. Then 

the other days arrive when you even fear the check-out girl in the supermarket. 

 

One of the finest things for me in all my life has been to close a door and to be in a room without 

anybody else about. 

 

I don’t try, I just type 

 

Somebody starts writing poetry, they get some renown and they end up teaching others how to 

write poetry. They begin by railing against society and end up on the same power trip. 

 

I once thought fucking was a magic and desirable thing. Most often it’s just hard work to help the 

ego. 

 

you sound like a guy who’s been out of the action lately and whose edges are drooping. 

 

People are offended because they are offensive. 

 

excellent writing, writing with verve, writing that laughs, writing that reads easy yet says something. 

 



there is no side-taking, no preaching. He just tunes us in and lets us have it the way it is. 

 

it’s all there: defeat and victory, fixations and traps, the daily going-on until it ends for us. 

 

They pose, they don’t do. 

 

took some guts on your part, glad you’ve got them, but you’re going to hear some croaking from 

those tender frogs upon their lily pads. 

 

Most of them speak what they have been taught, not what they have learned. And what they lack 

most are two things: gamble and humor. 

 

What you do is shoot the raw material as is and people feel and appreciate that. The last thing they 

want is finesse. The natural fibre is what invigorates. 

 

And what hurts is the steadily diminishing humanity of those fighting to hold jobs they don’t want 

but fear the alternative worse. People simply empty out. They are bodies with fearful and obedient 

minds. The color leaves the eye. The voice becomes ugly. And the body. The hair. The fingernails. The 

shoes. Everything does. As a young man I could not believe that people could give their lives over to 

those conditions. As an old man, I still can’t believe it. What do they do it for? Sex? TV? An 

automobile on monthly payments? Or children? Children who are just going to do the same things 

that they did? 

 

anytime happiness comes your way, don’t question it 

 

When they first meet you you are a golden knight; 3 months later you are a big piece of shit that 

clogs the plumbing. Then there are her friends and her parents and there are her ideas of what to do 

and where to go—a devastating drain on the senses and the spirit. And don’t forget PMS which 

sometimes lasts 31 days in a month of 29 days. I have never seen a man with a so-called ’’fine dish’’ 

on his arm that I haven’t felt sorry for. 

 

Rebellion is often caused more by reaction than by reason. 

 



there are days, even a week when all is warm and cool and easy. This is when we mend for the next 

assault. 

 

try to never think of myself as a writer. Blank that. You are just a body moving about, doing things. 

 

rolls right along in fine comic flash, reads easy, certainly seems right and makes one feel better for 

reading it. 

 

You have to know when to duck and when to swing and how to say ’’no.’’ 

 

My attitude toward women is the same as my attitude toward men: it comes down to the individual. 

 

As we go on with our lives we tend to forget that the jails and the hospitals and the madhouses and 

the graveyards are packed. 

 

I don’t press on the writing. I let it build like a pus boil until it breaks and squirts out. Dare push the 

Muse and you end up with the old limp pecker. 

 

when you write something that’s really on your mind that it comes out best. Push at anything and it 

falls apart. Better to wait. Don’t try. 

 

And even if it should stop, it’s been a great and magical run. But I only want what is next, not what is 

past. I may have lost a step but I’m harder to fool on the curve ball. 

 

There’s more of the edge of centuries in classical music. There’s more blood, more style. It’s just up 

and out and gone. Jazz just jerks around. Rock music is more sound and pretense than an actual and 

venturesome entrance into the grand gamble. 

 

The stuff was light, bland air. Puffed wheat. Finally I got the strange feeling that these fellows were 

just hiding out at the universities, soft and safe, shooting their polished darts. I wanted blood and 

song and dancing girls—on the page. 



 

If I’ve learned anything through the years it’s that people don’t change very much. 

 

Joy is not gone even in the face of reality. A good poem, like a good drink, is still worth something, 

like a cat walking across the floor toward you, both of you feeling and knowing the shining of yes. 

 

the family is the last hiding place of the ultimate fool. Your own family is a total house of horrors, 

then marry somebody’s daughter and here comes a whole new swarm of nightmare creatures. And 

under some strange code of humanity these are always supposed to be welcome through your door. 

And you end up forced to consort with people that you would never seek out under normal 

conditions. 

 

Once in a while somebody rises up and lights a small flame but that somebody can’t keep it going 

because he’s sucked up by the traps—women, money, fames, parties, and worst of all, over self-

belief. 

 

a minor touch of fame and like moths they will fly into the flame and burn off to rot 

 

Even if you feel like it, even if you mean it, when you get into moralizing you are begging off. Always 

stay beyond good and evil, just photograph the action and leave the reader on his own. 

 

What happened was that I wrote two fairly long chapters and then lost them off the computer. But 

rather than repeat those chapters, I just forgot them and began somewhere else. To have attempted 

a rewrite would have shot the joy out of it. I’m not here to do hard work. 

 

People cop out because they are frightened and want to huddle together under certain symbols, 

known names, causes. 

 

they want fame. To them, writing is only a way to get there, writing isn’t a mad need, a craziness. 

They think it’s all a trick. 

 

There’s no light at the end of the tunnel, there isn’t even a tunnel. The best thing I can do is get 

drunk and listen to classical music. Or sleep and wait for death to get closer. Leaving this will not be a 



horrible thing. Yet I’m glad, somehow, that I threw my few words into the air: confetti, celebrating 

nothing. 

 

You want real hell? Try living with a so-called beautiful woman. It’s a mirage that changes into a total 

nightmare. If you have to have a woman, look for kindness, a sense of overall reality. In 15 years they 

are all going to look alike. Play for the insides, the suckers will line up for the outside facade. 

 

I can’t see any future for poetry, I see it as a house of snobs who pretend at delicacy and insight, who 

continue to dole it out in a diluted form without any roots in reality, joy, gamble, light or love. 

 

They have no idea where it comes from. It comes from pain, damnation and impossibility. The blow 

to the soul of the gut. It comes from getting burned and seared and slugged. It comes from being too 

alive in the middle of death. 

 

I think the largest illusion I went through was the thought that a man had to have a woman, almost 

at any price, to be a real person. 

 

Many fools are making it because they fell into the right place. That’s all. They are interlaced into the 

sections of our society which haven’t fallen apart—yet. 

 

We need a breather now and then or else we crack. 

 

Life keeps nipping you at the balls to let you know where it’s at. It’s painful but it might be worth it. 

The whole scheme operates on a system of balances. Too much pain and travail can take you out too. 

The gods give those they favor the proper dosages. 

 

We are living in a terrible climate now. Everybody is waiting to be insulted. [in 1992] 

 

it is not so much a group demanding their rights as it is a group wanting more than their rights, it is 

almost a tribal on-surging, subconsciously or perhaps even consciously wanting to be top dog and 

screw all else. Also, there are those within each group who are simply psychotics who want to be 

seen and heard in parades or any other damned place or time. 

 



Poor Céline, Hamsun, and Pound were politically incorrect: they picked the losers. But more out of 

obstinacy and contrariness. Good writers seldom go with the obvious, it’s an instinct. 

 

Writing is like digging yourself out of a pile of crap but then the pile covers you again and you have to 

write your way out of it again. 

 

I used to be the other way, I used to suffer for other people, let them slobber their dullness over me. 

No more. I’m running short of days. I’ve become kind to myself. 

 

the Beats somehow make me sad. It’s like they just didn’t come through. They hung together too 

much. And talked too much—about themselves. And they went for the media, the limelight. They 

slacked off on their work, their creation. It weakened. It’s like they had no carry-through. Fame 

mattered more than just doing it. 

 

All too many have taken the riots and adjacent problems as springboards toward their own publicity 

and aggrandizement. 

 

It’s better to fail your way than to succeed their way. 

 

Christmas and New Year’s move toward us again. The old sickening duet. The masses coming out of 

their tv caves. The family gatherings. The gross dull nothingness, the fake drunks, the fake smiles, the 

fake people. 

 

People act on cue, doing it because it’s there. They are afraid not to. 

 

I exist in life more as a matter of orneriness than desire. Shit, I like that last sentence. Should have 

saved it for a poem. No, that’s wrong, when we start saving stuff instead of just letting it fly, then 

we’re truly finished. Most of us try too hard, we’re too grim, we’re too ambitious, we’re too 

competitive and we stare too long at our turds. 

 

It’s day by day with me and all I want to do is play it loose and free. 

 



There’s a large gang out there of bitter and resentful toadies who don’t want their cover blown. 

Unfortunately, they wield a lot of power because there are so many of them everywhere. 

 

the more obtuse and distant you get, the closer you get to the Pulitzer and other prizes. Everybody 

has bought the con and there are thousands feeding off of it from University to somebody’s 

grandmother. We’ve been stuck with this mess and it runs centuries deep. 

 

There are days when I get pretty fucking depressed. It’s not death, it’s the stupid inconvenience, the 

faltering of the will and the way, missing the drunken nights and the boys at the track. This sitting 

about, on the wait. 

 

  



What Matters Most is How Well You Walk Through the Fire: New Poems 

(1999) 
 

true revolution / comes from true revulsion; / when things get bad enough / the kitten will kill the 

lion. 

 

I always figure if a writer is bored with his work / the reader is going to be / bored too. // and I don’t 

believe in / perfection, I believe in keeping the / bowels loose 

 

the sun like golden butter on my body 

 

the difference between a madman and a / professional is / that / a pro does as well as he can within 

what / he has set out to do / and a madman / does exceptionally well at what / he can’t help doing. 

 

a hot woman can pull a man / right out of his / shell. right out of his skin / if she wants / to. 

 

to create art means / to be crazy alone / forever. 

 

they’ve done nothing. / shown no courage. / no inventiveness. / they did what they were taught to / 

do. / they did what they were told to / do. / they had no resistance, no thoughts / of their own. / 

they were pushed and shoved / and went obediently. / they had no heart. / they were cowardly. / 

they stank in life. / they stank up life. /.../ you’ve met them. / they’re everywhere. / the spiritless. / 

the dead-before-death gang. 

 

  



Open All Night: New Poems (2000) 
 

but you know how girls are / they like guys in pants without wrinkles / in clean shirts and expensive 

sweaters / they like guys in shiny shoes who / say nice things to their mothers, / who keep that prissy 

smile working / day and night like a / neon sign advertising an empty motel / room. 

 

nine-tenths of Humanity embraces self-pity and the other tenth makes them look pitiful. / the rat 

and the roach are the most powerful reminders of enduring life. / what was always best for me was 

seeing fear in the eyes of the bully. 

 

it is said / that in the courting stage / the man / does most of the talking. // when the male and 

female / begin living together / or / get married / the female / begins to talk more and more / and as 

the affair continues / the male / talks less and less / and / it is believed / that in many cases / the 

male / lapses entirely into / silence / he is / like some dumb beast / with its tongue plucked out / 

forever. 

 

most of those who create well seem to have some sad malady 

 

I reply with a sentence that sails over his / left shoulder and flames out / on a green balcony across 

the / street. 

 

madness / is caused by not / being often enough / alone. 

 

I suspect that some famous people don’t accomplish very much: / when you examine their work 

carefully / it seems curiously weak— / just something taking up space because nothing / else is taking 

up that particular space / at that particular moment. / I suspect the famous are created mostly by the 

/ audience. 

 

observation put to action / is the essence / of art. 

 

 I don’t care to have my writing / praised too often: / it’s dangerous for the writing and / for me. // 

writing is what one does, / it’s like a spider spinning its / web. / you do what you have / to do. 

 



to choose / wisely is half way / along the / road to / victory; / the other half is / conquered by / 

indifference. // on the one hand / you can say / anything / you want; / on the other hand / you don’t 

/ have to. // somehow / I’ve managed / to do / both. // so any / problem you have / with me / is / 

yours. 

 

my poems are raw / like the guts of a catfish / cut open. 

 

no, nothing’s equal [...] the balance is in the differences. 

 

sometimes we are given / something extra by the / gods and don’t know it / at the time. // I look 

back now, / I look back at that kid / and I’m glad it was / me 

 

one thing you learn, that you have to learn: you must / stop thinking too much: all the boat rides 

down the Rhine full / of loud Americans, camera brains loaded with exposed film; all those toy train 

rides to nowhere—looking out the window / at everything so clean and neat; colorful painted 

rooftops / passing by and under each roof probably a personal hell for / each one of them inside. 

 

  



The Night Torn Mad with Footsteps: New Poems (2001) 
 

sometimes dogs / in the alley / play the violin better / than the privileged peacocks / who swim in 

butter. 

 

frankly, there isn’t enough to understand or dramatize / in this life; / that’s why great poets go sour / 

and the average poet remains a / bore. poets simply make up more / than there is. 

 

she was already famous at / 24, she got up and read poems about / bringing down the government 

and still / she got a / government grant / every year. she was beautiful, though, / slinky and had long 

blonde hair down to her ass. / as she wiggled and wailed about / fascist Amerika / every man in the 

audience got / hot 

 

and then there was my precious ego, never being able / to understand how any of you could prefer / 

someone else to me. / there were many nights spent walking to and fro across / the room, refusing 

to accept, doubled over, grabbing / my gut with both hands, growling, ’’ shit, shit, shit.’’ 

 

on the drive back I knew how I was going to hear all / about it: how I was no good at parties, how I 

was / afraid of people and that I couldn’t enjoy myself / and how I often imagined things that weren’t 

true / and even though I acted very superior / I was actually a very insecure person. // all of which 

was probably true. 

 

sometimes at night the whores come / floating over the wall with their / big pink balloon breasts / 

and we slingshot them down with / razor rocks of / quartz. / they scream, / piss, flop in the / cacti. 

 

the jock was / dead. / but the people went right on / betting. / one thing I remember, though, / is 

that / ten minutes after the / announcement / I saw a man jam an / entire hot dog into his / mouth, 

you could see the / mustard, the bun, the relish, / the dog all going in, / and then he closed his mouth 

on it / all / and chewed, / blinking / gulping. 

 

to endure is only / meaningful / if you come out / with / something / at the other / end. / but to 

endure / simply in order to / endure / is the unfortunate / plight / of millions. 

 

seagulls / are mad angels / trying to tell us something. 



 

don’t feel sorry for me. / I am a competent, / satisfied human being. // be sorry for the others / who 

/ fidget / complain // who / constantly / rearrange their / lives / like / furniture. // juggling mates / 

and / attitudes // their / confusion is / constant // and it will / touch / whoever they / deal with. // 

beware of them: / one of their / key words is / ’’love.’’ // and beware those who / only take / 

instructions from their / God // for they have / failed completely to / live their own / lives. 

 

the bite of reality doesn’t kill, / it only clears the mind. 

 

he always had fast / hands, but as they used to say, / he had to / get off fast— / get out in front—to / 

win. that was the / chink in his armor. 

 

everybody is done, finally. it is / good to know when you are done. now you / can be a fat snake 

crawling into / a dark waterwell, down into the dark. 

 

you realize when you’re / plucked out of the mainstream that / it doesn’t need you or / anybody else. 

/ the birds don’t notice you’re gone, / the flowers don’t care, / the people out there don’t notice, / 

but the IRS, / the phone co., / the gas and electric co., / the DMV, etc., / they keep in touch. 

 

no matter how many / years / one has lived with / the same / woman // one has really / always / 

lived / alone. 

 

be completely alive every moment / in spite of the inevitable. 

 

magic persists with / or without us / no matter how / we may try to / destroy it 

 

I repeat it all again / and I’ll repeat it all forever / until the magic that happens to me / happens to 

you. 

 

  



sifting through the madness for the Word, the line, the way: new poems 

(2003) 
 

then she was gone / like a whirlwind / out the door / in a rush of angry / skirt. 

 

he leaped at me / joyously, / his tail whipping like a / snake on / fire. 

 

 

the face of the people grows dim. / the old songs still play. / hand to my chin, I dream of / nothing 

while my lost childhood / leaps like a dolphin / in the frozen sea. 

 

how we said / no, no, no, no, / to the most beautiful / YES / ever uttered: // life / itself. 

 

the bad days and the bad nights now come too / often, / the old dream of having a few easy / years 

before death—/ that dream vanished as the other dreams have. [...] there were moments, / sparkles 

of hope / but they quickly dissolved / back into the same old / formula: / the stink of reality. 

 

nations break apart at the seams / and overnight become / tenth-rate powers; / the .330 hitter can 

no longer / see the ball, he dips to .188 

 

playing with words as the mind fries and / pops like an egg left unattended in the / pan / while my 

cat crawls into a large paper bag / turns around / within and / looks out at me. 

 

the cheap flowers on / the wallpaper bloomed and / blossomed at me. 

 

believing what they say or write / is / dangerous / especially if they say or write / impossibly grand 

things / about / you 

 

almost all art is shot through with / poetic / pretension: // painting / sculpting / the stage / music // 

what is this foolish / strutting and posturing / we do? // why do we embroider everything we say / 

with special emphasis // when all we really need to do / is simply say what / needs to be said? 



 

we were as lions resting comfortably / in our homes as the feast was / prepared. // it was our just 

due, no questions asked. // at mealtime we would fill ourselves, / offering up appreciative grunts, / 

nodding affirmatives to our ladies; we were well fed and / well pleased. 

 

I admire a brave man more than a fearful / man, / and sometimes I am one or the other / and often I 

am neither. // that’s when I’m best: neither brave nor / fearful 

 

I never stop women when they / want to / leave. / I figure if they are dumb enough / to leave me / 

they don’t deserve / me. 

 

you don’t know the terrible nights, / the night jobs of working with creatures with faces / as blank as 

paper bags and you trying / to find something, anything, behind that paper bag. 

 

as the game continues you / should seek to say ever more clearly / what you truly / believe / even if 

what you truly / believe / turns out to be / wrong. 

 

the most terrible thing about life / is finding it gone. 

 

creation is like anything else good: / you have to wait on it; ambition has killed more / artists than 

indolence. 

 

  



The Flash of Lighting Behind the Mountain (2004) 
 

they have never really experienced / anything—they have just / dabbled and they have just / dipped 

in a toe 

 

people need a continual war of sorts, some action, the buzz. / that’s when / you come alive for a 

moment / some get it at the track. / some get it in other ways. / many others seldom get it. / you’ve 

got to have it now and then, / you’ve got to. 

 

it’s as stunning as the opening of a flower. 

 

like the fox / I run with the hunted and / if I’m not the happiest / man on earth I’m surely the / 

luckiest man / alive. 

 

the whole world pooped while I / was knotted up inside like a pretzel. 

 

I got a flat on the freeway yesterday, / changed the right rear wheel on the / shoulder, / the big rigs 

storming by, / slamming the sky / against my head and / body. / it felt like I was clinging to the / edge 

of the earth 

 

there is / nothing sadder / or more / frightening / than the once-gifted ones / still trying to work their 

/ magic / for the / crowd / which never offers, / but only accepts, / mercy. 

 

this is the price we now pay: we can’t go / back, we can’t go forward and we hang helpless, nailed to 

a / world / of our own / making. 

 

to carp about old wounds is / a stupid waste of the heart. 

 

just a selfish bit of peace / for me / to loll in like in green warm / water 

 

  



The People Look Like Flowers At Last: New Poems (2007) 
 

the energy with which they propel their / uselessness / (without any self-doubt) / toward worthless 

goals / is as magnificent as / cow shit. / they produce novels, children, death, / freeways, cities, wars, 

wealth, poverty, politicians / and total areas of grandiose waste; / it’s as if the whole world is 

wrapped in dirty / bandages. // it’s best to take walks late at / night. / it’s best to do your business 

only on / Mondays and / Tuesdays. / it’s best to sit in a small room / with the shades down / and / 

wait. 

 

Those constipated minds that seek / larger meaning / will be dispatched with the other / garbage. / 

back off. / if there is light / it will find / you. 

 

what a woman wants is a / reaction. / what a man wants is a / woman.  

 

and it seems the crazier they are / the better the lay 

 

the White Russians used to cut a hole in a man and take hold of the end of the intestine and nail it to 

a tree and then force the man to run around and around the tree. 

 

 

my father liked rules and doing things / the hard way. / he spoke of responsibilities and laws / and 

things that just had to be done correctly. / a man must work, a man must eat. / a man must own 

property and mow his lawn. // I turned out to be a drunkard and wanderer / and his hard-packed 

letters followed me everywhere. 

 

it’s not so much that nothing means / anything, but more that it keeps meaning / nothing. / there’s 

no release, just gurus and self- / appointed gods and hucksters. / the more people say, the less there 

is / to say. / even the best books are dry sawdust. 

 

my women have always said, ’’you’re so negative!’’ / and I’ve looked at them and replied, ’’I find real- 

/ ity negative.’’ compared to what? unreality. / yet for all that I have had more joy than any of / 

them, they were positive and depressed, and I am negative / and happy. 

 



he appears startled, his eyes look shocked, he reminds me / of a woman who feels secure only when 

somebody’s thumb is / up her ass. / he looks around, spots a gray-haired old man with a / limp, 

rushes up, catches stride with the old guy and begins / talking to him. 

 

he has a face women would love: utterly bland and / blank. / he has remained almost untouched by 

circumstances, he’s / a miracle of zero. / I gaze upon him, enchanted. / it’s like looking at a lake of 

milk / never rippled by even a pebble. 

 

there is neither lean nor / fat in their efforts, no pace / no gamble, no joy. 

 

death enters my mouth / and snakes along my teeth / and I wonder if I am frightened of / this 

voiceless, unsorrowful dying that is / like the drying of a rose? 

 

  



The Continual Condition (2009) 
 

sometimes I think the gods / deliberately keep pushing me / into the fire / just to hear me / yelp / a 

few good / lines. // they just aren’t going to / let me retire / silk scarf about neck / giving lectures at / 

Yale. // the gods need me to / entertain them. // they must be terribly / bored with all / the others / 

and I am too. 

 

I watch the cars peeling off the freeway / out there. // contentment between agonies is the elixir / of 

existence. 

 

  



Absence of the Hero (2010) 
 

Sometimes you’ve got to take a lot to land the important one. 

 

The gods were good to me. They kept me under. They made me live the life. It was very difficult for 

me to walk out of a slaughterhouse or a factory and come home and write a poem I didn’t quite 

mean. And many people write poems they don’t quite mean. I do too, sometimes. The hard life 

created the hard line and by hard line I mean the true line devoid of ornament. 

 

Just because men work with the art form, this does not necessarily justify them or purify their gut. 

For the same reason, priests, and dwarves or legless men and whores are not to be elevated 

needlessly. 

 

The true test of poetry is that it fits every man everywhere. 

 

Groupism is a demand for Love through Threat. 

 

While you demand liberties, you enslave everything, 

 

He is greedy; he saves his juices for the typewriter. 

 

For after some years of writing, the soul, the person, the creature becomes useless to operate in any 

other capacity. He is unemployable. He is a bird in a land of cats. I’d never advise anybody to become 

a writer, only if writing is the only thing which keeps you from going insane. Then, perhaps, it’s worth 

it. 

 

My contribution was to loosen and simplify poetry, to make it more humane. I made it easy for them 

to follow. I taught them that you can write a poem the same way you can write a letter, that a poem 

can even be entertaining, and that there need not be anything necessarily holy about it. 

 

Like fights with women, history never ended. The history of politics, that is. Maybe the balance of 

everything was the secret: all lawn and no weeds or all weeds and no lawn, and we’re really doomed: 

all spiders, no flies; all lambs, no lions; all me no you and we were doomed. 



 

Hemingway lacked humor and vitamin E. 

 

then I drove my lips inside of her lips. It was like entering the guts of a flower. 

 

My problem is that I fall in love with every woman I fuck. I fuck good, but I am overemotional. To me, 

when a woman gives her body, I feel as if she is giving me her soul; that’s part of what makes me hot. 

And then the whole act has overtones of death and murder and conquest. But mostly I just feel a 

rush of fondness and love, and I can’t overcome it. 

 

We got into some kind of argument, although what it was about I wasn’t sure. Zana was more sure of 

what it was about, and finally I just got quiet. 

 

What the young girls wanted was to will me into their kind of death, which meant another kind of 

game: getting in and out of bed with them and seeing who came out with the most. 

 

raw was good but when raw got blaring it got too much like Las Vegas neon. 

 

the neon lights flashing on my fat ugly belly 

 

Here was this cute little girl wearing a green hat over her blue eyes and smiling… 

‘’Ya out in the desert prospecting, old-timer?’’ 

‘’Not really. Just kind of dehydrating and moving toward L.A. an inch at a time.’’ 

 

‘’My God, that bathroom is a terrible place! It’s caked with all manners of deathly things!’’ 

 

She voluted on in like a snake from heaven. 

 

‘’Listen, Harry, why don’t we live together again?’’ 



‘’People don’t live together, they die together and at the same time they die separately.’’ 

 

A candy-cotton numb dream of isolation. 

 

Most people have already entered the death process by the age of 5, and with each passing year 

there is less of them in the sense of being original beings with a chance to break through and out and 

away from the obvious and the mutilating. 

 

for daily we are given choices, and if you choose wrong too often, anti-life, then you will soon be 

dead long before burial. 

 

  



More Notes of a Dirty Old Man (2011) 
 

A woman always wants to find the core, tame it, mold it; a wise man never shows the core to a 

woman. He just gives her a shot of light, shuts it off, becomes himself again. A woman practices 

rearing the child by taming the man first. I’ve got no use for women except to fuck them. I won’t be 

trapped in. Love is a form of selfishness. Love is an excuse for cowards to quit. 

 

After that walk back from the bathroom you start sharing a little two person hell. 

 

It’s such smucky vain finky shit 

 

I once saw a pigeon lying on the sidewalk. It was sick or something. Its wings wouldn’t work. I could 

see it breathing. And on its still alive body the ants were already crawling. The top eye was open and 

looking at me. There were ants crawling across that eye. I didn’t know what to do. I stepped over the 

bird and walked on down the street. 2 hours later I had forgotten about it. 

 

From the cubicle of the job to the cubicle of resting and waiting to return to the job. The job is the 

center. The job is the sun. the job is the mother’s breast. To be jobless is the sin; to be lifeless doesn’t 

matter. 

 

Marriage is a contract to live in dullness until death do us part. 

 

Hundreds of thousands of lonely and frustrated men and women who’ll pass each other on the 

sidewalk and be afraid to look at each other’s faces, at each other’s eyes for fear they’ll be accused of 

being on the make. 

 

So many people are doomed by their ambition and their gathered intelligence, their bank account 

and savings and loan intelligence. If there is any secret to life, that secret is not to try. Let it come to 

you: women, dogs, death, and creation. […] when obscene ambition gets connected with a 

commercial recognition it’s not long before the shit backs up in the sewer. Creation means creation 

without attachment; 

 

A tiny emptiness entered through my bellybutton. 



 

The average man stuffs himself with junk and garbage during his leisure. He doesn’t have a chance to 

recover from his job. He is slugged with ready-made commercial contrivances until he becomes 

another faceless and unfeeling creature— 

 

But why cry? Everyone lived in the same world as you did. 

 

Sex was doing what you weren’t supposed to do. That’s one reason marriage didn’t work; it became 

a job instead of a raid into the unknown. 

 

Why was it that almost all women ate cottage cheese, yogurt and cheese? 

 

The woman is the child-bearer and the child-trainer, whether she knows it or not, whether she wants 

it or not she has this inherent streak. 

 

‘’Do the women hate you?’’ 

‘’No, they hate the men who agree with them.’’ 

 

The young have no background to ward Fame off with. Besides, many of the famous are famous not 

because their work is excellent and original but because the masses identify with the output. 

 

I grow when I am alone. People diminish me. Especially men, they seem quite unoriginal. Women, at 

times, are useful. Also they are funny and tragic. But too many continued hours and days with them 

leads to madness. 

 

I am my own keeper 

 

when a man says to me, ‘’She’s really a beautiful woman,’’ I feel like answering, ‘’I won’t know until I 

examine the healthiness of her excreta. 

 



So we go see Tom Jones. And he’s got this big silver cross on and his shirt is open and the silver cross 

is mixed in with his stinking chest hair and he’s dressed in tight-fitting leather and wearing a dildo 

and he sings his love songs and the women scream. 

 

  

 

 


